
 

Port of London Authority 
 

Job Description 
 

1. 
 

JOB DETAILS 
 
Job Title : Pilotage Co-ordinator 
 
Grade :  7 

 

DEPARTMENT 
 

Reports To : Pilotage Operations 
Manager / Duty Port Controller 
(operationally) 

Date : July 2011 

 

 

2 JOB PURPOSE 

To allocate pilotage resources to vessels to ensure customer requirements are 
properly and efficiently met. 

To document this process and inform the billing of pilotage services. 

 

 

3 JOB DIMENSIONS 

 
Financial 
Departmental 
Budgeted cost of allocating contract car services and pilots’ overtime, £1.1M 
(Shared).  Budgeted revenue £9.3M (contributory). 
 
Group 
PLA Turnover £29M (contributory) 
 

Staff Responsibilities 
Direct         Tasking responsibility for pilots (c.90) 
 

Other Statistics 
Functional authority for pilot boat services (4 locations) and contract car services (5 
suppliers). 

  

 

4 ORGANISATION CHART  ATTACHED 

 

5 KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE 

 This role requires the post holder to be numerate and articulate. Education to 
level equivalent to good GCSE passes in English and Maths. 

 Good communications and keyboard skills with the ability to use Internet and 
email.  Use of VHF radio, VDU’s. 

 Previous experience in a busy operational environment where there is need to 
meet deadlines and to prioritise the use of resources. 

 Efficient use of resources, e.g. Pilots and taxis, to meet normal and peak 
requirements for pilotage services. 
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 Able to work efficiently under pressure and to handle varied operational demands 
without loss of effectiveness.  Self-motivated, capable of applying sound common-
sense and judgement, quick thinking with the ability to ‘think on one’s feet’ and be 
several moves ahead of the game. 

 A sound knowledge of Pilots’ authorisation system, e.g. restrictions, regulations, 
Rules and Directions affecting River and pilotage operations. 

 A comprehensive knowledge of both the Sea Pilot and River Pilot Working Rules 

 Working knowledge of the river, estuary, berths, tides, routing and deployment of 
contract car services. 

 

 Accumulated experience of individual Pilots’ methods of working and of the needs 
of particular ship and berth operators. 
 

 

6 KEY RESPONSIBILITIES 

Overview 

In one 12 hour watch the co-ordinator may handle the pilotage requirements for 
upwards of 30 ships.  Work is manifested in surges of high demand and relative quiet.  
For every ship handled there will, almost certainly, be several significant changes of 
detail to the requirement between receipt of order and the ship moving i.e. 
sailing/arrival time changed, draught changed (affecting authorisation of pilot).  To this 
constantly changing set of requirements the Co-ordinator matches a pilot of the correct 
authorisation from a constantly fluctuating supply of pilots. 

 The role of the co-ordinator is therefore one of accommodating arrangements and re-
arrangements around a complex series of events involving a multiplicity of factors 
whilst optimising the use of pilots.  

 Reporting to the Duty Port Controller for immediate Operational matters, and the 
Pilotage Operations Manager for policy and longer–term issues. 

 Maintain a dynamic roster of pilots to ensure pilots are properly rested and 
overtime requirements are controlled. 

 To match and despatch pilot resources with demand using available means (daily 
reports, POLARIS records, VHF & telephone communications, adhering to 
Pilotage Directions, PLA Regulations and Working Rules. 

 Being aware of the perpetual changes to information throughout the shift and 
responding promptly and efficiently to these changes. 

 Tasking of properly authorised pilots to meet the Authority’s statutory obligations 
and Users’ (365x24) commercial/statutory needs. 

 Communicate pilotage act/ship information to pilots to ensure the pilot is available 
at the required location on time and properly briefed, e.g. time/place required, ship 
details and special features, berthing instructions, other “need to know” in a 
concise and timely manner. 

 Intuitive and appropriate response to non-routine and emergency situations 
involving pilots or pilotage services, e.g. personal accidents/injuries, ships 



 

requiring urgent pilotage assistance, pilot station service suspension. 

 Notifying Agents and any other involved parties of any changes to a pilot orders’ 
status where delays or changes are deemed necessary for our operational 
requirements. 

 Consult with DPC and/or River Pilots to ensure that a seamless and responsive 
service is delivered, e.g. co-ordination of sea/river movements of tidally 
constrained ships. 

 Plan and arrange transport requirements in liaison with pilots, taxi and pilot launch 
contractors to ensure their economic use while maintaining consistency in meeting 
pilotage act deadlines, e.g. “pilot on board” time.  

 Full and accurate record keeping of all elements involved in the servicing of a 
pilotage order, using prescribed methods and available tools. 

 Where practicable to provide occasional (limited) temporary operational relief and 
assistance to the Duty Shipcon Officer where necessary. 

 To work closely with the VTS Officers, Communications Officers ensuring a good 
flow of information. 

 To ensure that the following shift is adequately prepared to continue any 
processes commenced during the current. 

 In conjunction with colleagues, to ensure that the Coordinator position is 
continually covered and operationally functional. 

 To be proactive in ensuring that Progressing Pilots undertake as wide a range of 
acts as possible in their current class to ensure they have the relevant experience 
by the time they are ready to progress. 

 In liaison with the Training Manager, to maximise the use of river traffic for 
Trainee and Tripping Pilots to achieve a broad and comprehensive experience of 
all relevant  vessels, routes and berths before assessment for progression. 

 To undertake training of new Pilotage Coordinator colleagues. 

 Position Supervisor with responsibility for ensuring that equipment 
failures/deficiencies are reported and rectified. 

 To encourage and implement the Port’s policies in respect of Health & Safety, 
Quality and the working environment both for Pilots and Coordinators. 

 The above list is not exhaustive and the post holder will be expected to perform 
any other duties commensurate with the grade. 

 

 

7 COMMUNICATIONS AND WORKING RELATIONSHIPS 

      One to one/VHF radio/telephone – with the Authority’s pilots (and frequently their 
families), and the Port’s customers, demonstrating tact, diplomacy and effective 
persuasion. 

 Internally with a range of staff including DPC’s, VTSO’s, Harbour Masters and IT 



 

and Nav Systems engineers. 
 

 Externally, with ship Agents/berth operators/contract car and pilot boat service 
operators. 

 

8 DECISION MAKING AUTHORITY 

 Required to be largely autonomous outside office hours.  Within the guidelines of 
policy and working rules and with deference to the Duty Port Controller in 
operational matters, the deployment of pilot resources and pilot transport against 
a background of perpetually changing demand and shifting priorities. 

 The co-ordinator has authority to allocate overtime and to prioritise the order in 
which ships are served which includes delaying ships. 

 

 

9 REPORT PREPARATION 

Responsibility for keeping the following daily records:- 

         Pilotage acts on POLARIS  

 Daily Record of Pilot Acts Performed  

         Auto billing 

         Overtime availability/use list 

         Accident / Incident reporting 

 

10 AUTHORISATION DETAILS 
 
Prepared By ___________________________   Date  ___________________ 
 
Authorised By ___________________________ Date  ___________________ 
 

 

11 JOB HOLDERS RECEIPT 

 
Name __________________________________  Date __________________ 
 
Signed _________________________________  Date __________________ 

 
All staff are responsible for complying with rules and regulations governing employment 

by the PLA, and are obliged to assist the PLA to comply with all statutory and regulatory 

provisions, including a duty of care for their own health and that of others. 

 

 


